The DSEP100 Mains Decoupling Relay is used to protect independent power applications that are connected to a mains/grid supply. This could be a range of applications that generate power in parallel with the grid e.g. generators that are inverter connected (including renewables) and all types of synchronous and asynchronous generators.

The DSEP100 works by reliably detecting mains/grid failures and disconnects the equipment from the mains supply in line with relevant country/DNO requirements. The benefit of using a powerful, independent decoupling relay such as the DSEP100, even where inverters are fitted, is to provide a more sophisticated level of protection. The engineering framework dictates the limits/parameters for under & over voltage, under & over frequency, vector-shift and ROCOF.

Designed to comply with multiple world standards including G99/1, G98/1, G59/3, G83/3 & C10/11, the DSEP100 has been intelligently engineered and meets all grid code and relevant RfG changes. The DSEP100 offers comprehensive in-field upgradeability, allowing for any possible further changes and future proofing the DSEP100 for many years to come. This means that all pre-existing applications need suffer no disruption, if further changes are required, by having units removed and replaced as they no longer meet new standards. It simply requires an authorised engineer on site to upgrade the existing equipment.

The DSEP100 has many built-in sophisticated features including:

- Multi-stage under and over voltage protection
- 2-stage under and over frequency protection
- Vector shift protection
- R.O.C.O.F. protection
- Lockable security tab to prevent unauthorised configuration changes
- Zero sequence, voltage (neutral voltage displacement) protection to protect against earth faults
- Positive sequence voltage, negative sequence voltage and voltage asymmetry protections

The DSEP100 is ideal for a wide range of paralleling applications having all the required features to meet existing and future grid codes, but also includes some very sophisticated additional features that make this product an attractive all-round solution e.g. peak lopping; fixed export; short term operating reserve; no break, seamless or closed transition; commercial and domestic local power generation.

For further information, please visit: www.deepseaelectronics.com/promo/P100
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**DSEP100 Mains Decoupling Relay**

FULLY G99/1 & G98/1 COMPATIBLE

- Field upgradeable
- G99/1, G98/1, G59/3, G83/3 & C10/11 compliant
- Compliant with future RfG and grid code changes